[Mobile applications in alzheimer's disease. A systematic review of the literature].
New treatment options are emerging to treat Alzheimer's disease (AE) within the field of smartphone technologies. To carry out a systematic review of the literature on the use of mobile applications in AE and to review the app markets in order to extract the main apps, with a view to classifying the describing them in the context of AE. A systematic review was carried out from 2000 until 2018 on apps for AE. At the same time, a search for mobile applications was conducted in the main mobile application markets. A total of 294 mobile applications were found, which were classified as follows: 178 with potential utility for AE and 116 with a specific design for AE (73 information apps, 8 assessment apps, 31 treatment apps, 3 information and assessment and one assessment and treatment app). There are multiple apps with potential utility or a specific design for AE. However, the limited number of scientific articles and their poor quality make it impossible to generalise their use. Consequently, future research is needed by health agencies in the context of AE.